
Super Youth Skills Adventure Challenge

GOAL:
To have our Super Youth athletes team up with another club to explore/learn and develop their
skills in a fun, safe manner.  Skills Adventure Challenge will explore Fernie Alpine Resort using
videos from coaches judging by going to different spots over the mountain to explore as well as
develop.

TEAMS:
2-3 clubs will team up with up to 12 athletes per team.  With 100-ish athletes, that gives us ten
teams.  Each team will have a min of 2 coaches.  Each club coach will be in the groups so
athletes feel comfortable and safe.

TIMEFRAME:
Meet at 845 to form groups, and event starts at 9 am, and all videos/pictures must be in by 1
pm at the RACE office—results at 130pm.
The top 3 teams will win prizes!

POINT SYSTEM:
❖ 20 Points for each pic at the top of the bowls.

➢ Bonus Group Shot (Polar Peak) 30 Points

❖ 20 Points for each direction Spin (540) and 360 (10 points) in the video challenges
➢ Five extra points for any Bonus videos received with spins with a grab.

❖ 20 Points for each 270 onto a box.
➢ A bonus of 10 points is added for doing a rail.
➢ Five points will be added to continuing 2’s
➢ Ten points for any pretzels out.

❖ 10 Points for Switch Human Salmon Video

❖ 10 Points for each T+B on the Mogul Course per athlete that finishes



CHALLENGES:

Pictures

- Ski a run in all 5 Fernie Alpine Resort Bowls.  A picture of the group at the top of each
bowl is a must.  IF any bowls are closed for snow safety and affect any group, that bowl
won’t count. Pics must have all group members in them.

Lizard Bowl – Picture to be taken at the top of Cascade Run shooting up to Lizard Range.  If
closed Tower 6 run at Cascade is ok

Cedar Bowl – Picture to be taken at the Snake Ridge/Blueberry Corner looking up to upper
Cedar bowl.  If closed, a picture can be taken from Cedar Road as close or on Cruiser.

Currie Bowl – Picture to be taken at Polar Load overlooking the valley.

Timber Bowl – Picture to be taken at Whitepass Top facing up with the sign.

Siberia Bowl – Picture to be taken at the top of Morning Glory/Big Bang.  Small 5 mins hike
to get up there.

Picture BONUS points for a picture at the top of Polar Peak if it’s open and conditions allow.
Coaches are responsible for making sure athletes are capable of skiing down.  Only access the
easy way down Polar Road.  No skiing in Polar Chutes.  The picture must be taken at the top.

Videos

- Video of All way 540s.  Left, Right, Sw Left, Sw Right.  It can be performed by anyone in
the group on the Big Air Jump on the Super Youth Course.  Note the same skier can’t do
more than one video. BONUS Points are to be performed in any direction with a grab.
Any 360 are awarded half points of 10, and 180 are 5.

- Video of All way 270 onto a box.  The full spin must be done in the air.   Anyone in the
group can perform it.  Note the same skier can’t do more than one video. BONUS
points if you can perform on a rail feature.  Bonus for front or back 2 out of the box.  Add
5 Points for continue 2’s and 10 points for pretzels.



- Switch Human Salmon.  One Member must go through the entire team once; please
perform on a Green Run.

- Video Top to Bottom Full Mogul Course.  Have as many Super Youth Athletes ski the
entire mogul course with top different jump tricks.  Every Super Youth that finishes on
video with two different tricks gets 10 points. BONUS IF all athletes in the group make it
through Bonus of 50 POINTS

- The first team, if any, to complete all challenges gets an extra 100 points.

WINNERS: The team that gets the most points in the allowed Time Limit.  Prizes will be awarded
to the top 3 groups.   Late entries past the deadline do count, but you lost 10 points per 10
mins; your videos/pics are late until up to 10 mins before awards.


